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What makes a place so memorable that it survives forever in a word? In this captivating round-the-world tour, Paul Anthony Jones acts as
your guide through the intriguing stories of how eighty places became immortalized in the English language. You’ll discover why the origins
of turkeys, limericks, Brazil nuts, and Panama hats aren’t quite as straightforward as you might presume. If you’ve never heard of the tiny
Czech mining town of Jáchymov—or Joachimsthal, as it was known until the late 1800s—you’re not alone, which makes its claim to fame as
the origin of the word “dollar” all the more extraordinary. The story of how the Great Dane isn’t all that Danish makes the list, as does the
Jordanian mountain whose name has become a byword for a tantalizing glimpse. We’ll also find out what the Philippines has given to your
office inbox, what Alaska has given to your liquor cabinet, and how a speech given by a bumbling North Carolinian gave us a word for
impenetrable nonsense. Surprising, entertaining, and illuminating, this is essential reading for armchair travelers and word nerds. Our
dictionaries are full of hidden histories, tales, and adventures from all over the world—if you know where to look.
EXPAND YOUR VOCABULARY--FOR BETTER TEST SCORES AND BETTER COMMUNICATION You probably can't learn all the
hundreds of thousands of words in the English language--but you can learn those difficult words you're most likely to need to know. If you
want to increase your vocabulary for standardized tests or just better communication, Webster's New World Essential Vocabulary is the only
tool you need. It presents essential words with definitions, example sentences, synonyms, and tense forms. In addition to the most frequently
tested terms from the SAT and GRE tests, Webster's New World Essential Vocabulary also includes helpful appendices on foreign phrases,
prefixes, and suffixes. Together, these 1,500 words and definitions not only prepare you for tough tests, but also dramatically improve your
communication skills for the business world or studying English as a second language. Whether you're worried about college entrance exams
or just want to be better with words, this practical, helpful resource gives you the tools you need to read, speak, and write more persuasively,
and communicate more effectively. Plus, Handy self-tests let you gauge your understanding of words and meaning, so you can measure your
progress as you go!
This compact, clearly organized, yet inexpensive series can be used as stand-alone or bundled with any mid level reading book where more
vocabulary coverage is desired. Designed for independent student use, the book focuses on enriching general and academic vocabulary, as
well as strategies, through the use of varied practice and engaging nonfiction readings. The package will include MP3 files so the student can
hear words properly pronounced and used in context. PowerPoint slides will offer classroom visuals and activities. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
"This book, and the accompanying videos, provides teachers with both the why and the how-to information so that they are able to support
vocabulary development, across the school day, in their K-3 classrooms"-On September 15, 1963, a Klan-planted bomb went off in the 16th Street Baptist Church in Birmingham, Alabama. Fourteen-year-old Carolyn
Maull was just a few feet away when the bomb exploded, killing four of her friends in the girl’s restroom she had just exited. It was one of the
seminal moments in the Civil Rights movement, a sad day in American history . . . and the turning point in a young girl’s life. While the World
Watched is a poignant and gripping eyewitness account of life in the Jim Crow South: from the bombings, riots, and assassinations to the
historic marches and triumphs that characterized the Civil Rights movement. A uniquely moving exploration of how racial relations have
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evolved over the past 5 decades, While the World Watched is an incredible testament to how far we’ve come and how far we have yet to go.
“Delightful . . . [a] captivating and slyly subversive fictional paean to the real women whose work on the Oxford English Dictionary went
largely unheralded.”—The New York Times Book Review WINNER OF THE AUSTRALIAN BOOK INDUSTRY AWARD • “A marvelous fiction
about the power of language to elevate or repress.”—Geraldine Brooks, New York Times bestselling author of People of the Book Esme is
born into a world of words. Motherless and irrepressibly curious, she spends her childhood in the Scriptorium, an Oxford garden shed in
which her father and a team of dedicated lexicographers are collecting words for the very first Oxford English Dictionary. Young Esme’s
place is beneath the sorting table, unseen and unheard. One day a slip of paper containing the word bondmaid flutters beneath the table. She
rescues the slip and, learning that the word means “slave girl,” begins to collect other words that have been discarded or neglected by the
dictionary men. As she grows up, Esme realizes that words and meanings relating to women’s and common folks’ experiences often go
unrecorded. And so she begins in earnest to search out words for her own dictionary: the Dictionary of Lost Words. To do so she must leave
the sheltered world of the university and venture out to meet the people whose words will fill those pages. Set during the height of the
women’s suffrage movement and with the Great War looming, The Dictionary of Lost Words reveals a lost narrative, hidden between the
lines of a history written by men. Inspired by actual events, author Pip Williams has delved into the archives of the Oxford English Dictionary
to tell this highly original story. The Dictionary of Lost Words is a delightful, lyrical, and deeply thought-provoking celebration of words and the
power of language to shape the world.
A unique devotional that shows how to find deeper meaning in your words—and in your life. The Power of Words takes ordinary words that we
use daily and reveals their surprising potential to do both good and harm—showing how our spiritual lives can be shaped by our understanding
of them. Just as the words of the Lord can uplift and guide us, so can the vocabulary we use with ourselves and others. Discover how
important words can be, and harness their power for hope, healing, and success, in this inspiring book from an author who has been a
business leader, an athletic coach, and a popular gospel radio personality.

"Exciting and engaging vocabulary instruction can set students on the path to a lifelong fascination with words. This book
provides a research-based framework and practical strategies for vocabulary development with children from the earliest
grades through high school. The authors emphasize instruction that offers rich information about words and their uses
and enhances students' language comprehension and production. Teachers are guided in selecting words for instruction;
developing student-friendly explanations of new words; creating meaningful learning activities; and getting students
involved in thinking about, using, and noticing new words both within and outside the classroom. Many concrete
examples, sample classroom dialogues, and exercises for teachers bring the material to life. Helpful appendices include
suggestions for trade books that help children enlarge their vocabulary and/or have fun with different aspects of words"-The World of Words not only teaches students the vocabulary they need for academic success, but also arms them with
the skills they need to acquire new words independently for years to come. Through repetition and a focus on integrating
three critical skills - dictionary use, context clues, and word elements - this best-selling text inspires students to take the
first steps towards a lifetime of learning about language.Page
Online
audio clips help students hone pronunciation, and in-text
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practice exercises and sample sentences feature engaging topics such as college sports, current news topics, and pop
culture. In addition, there is a wealth of instructor support materials, including pre-written tests for every chapter.
Available with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Through a series of carefully paced lessons, this best-selling vocabulary textbook teaches students three critical skills:
how to use the dictionary, contextual clues, and Greek and Latin roots to expand their repertoire of words. Each chapter
introduces one theme--such as popular music, sports, or technology--to draw on students' general knowledge and
illustrate how learning vocabulary relates to their personal lives. Scientific and historical facts, as well as explanations of
literary classics engage students' interest and provide useful information that they can refer to in other courses.Updated
examples, sentences, and passages ensure that the text remains topical, increasing the likelihood that students will stay
on course.Each chapter features two new pieces of art to help students visualize key words.A textbook web site provides
students with additional exercises so that they can practice honing their vocabulary skills.
Provides an instructional framework for teaching the importance of vocabulary and to help students with reading
comprehension.
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a
technological device that will allow her to speak for the first time.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE • A searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a father and
son's fight to survive, this "tale of survival and the miracle of goodness only adds to McCarthy's stature as a living master.
It's gripping, frightening and, ultimately, beautiful" (San Francisco Chronicle). A father and his son walk alone through
burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones,
and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't know what, if
anything, awaits them there. They have nothing; just a pistol to defend themselves against the lawless bands that stalk
the road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly moving
story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in which the father and his son, "each the
other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on the
worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps
two people alive in the face of total devastation.
As teachers grapple with the challenge of a new, bigger and more challenging school curriculum, at every key stage and
phase, success can feel beyond our reach. But what if there were 50,000 small solutions to help us bridge that gap? In
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Closing the Vocabulary Gap, Alex Quigley explores the increased demands of an academic curriculum and how closing
the vocabulary gap between our ‘word poor’ and ‘word rich’ students could prove the vital difference between school
failure and success. This must-read book presents the case for teacher-led efforts to develop students' vocabulary and
provides practical solutions for teachers across the curriculum, incorporating easy-to-use tools, resources and classroom
activities. Grounded in the very best available evidence into reading development and vocabulary acquisition, Closing the
Vocabulary Gap sets out to: help teachers understand the vital role of vocabulary in all learning; share what every
teacher needs to know about reading (but was afraid to ask); unveil the intriguing history of words and exactly how they
work; reveal the elusive secrets to achieve spelling success; provide strategies for vocabulary development for all
teachers of every subject and phase. With engaging anecdotes from the author’s extensive personal teaching
experience woven throughout, as well as accessible summaries of relevant research, Alex Quigley has written an
invaluable resource suitable for classroom teachers across all phases, literacy leaders and senior leadership teams who
wish to close the vocabulary gap.
Boosts vocabulary and spelling - and fall in love with words! 1,000 words, covering everything from emotions to technology. Hilarious and
surprising illustrations reinforce word meanings. Uniquely created with literacy experts, teachers, and Hollywood artists. "Mrs Wordsmith Epic
Words Vocabulary Book uses the very latest in the science of learning to grab children's attention and teach them words about their world.
Educators take note! This book will not only improve children's vocabulary, it will accelerate it at epic speed." Susan Neuman, Professor of
Childhood Education and Literacy Development, NYU "This book is pure magic! It has been decades since I encountered a children's word
book that was so delightful and important!" Michael Levine, Chief Knowledge Officer of Sesame Street With a team of award-winning artists
and writers, Mrs Wordsmith creates books, games, worksheets, and apps to improve the reading and writing of kids aged 4-11, and to make
word learning fun! Previously published by Mrs Wordsmith as My Epic Life Word Book. © Mrs Wordsmith 2021
Some people collect stamps. Some people collect coins. Some people collect art. And Jerome? Jerome collected words . . . In this
extraordinary new tale from Peter H. Reynolds, Jerome discovers the magic of the words all around him -- short and sweet words, twosyllable treats, and multisyllable words that sound like little songs. Words that connect, transform, and empower. From the creator of The Dot
and Happy Dreamer comes a celebration of finding your own words -- and the impact you can have when you share them with the world.
The instant #1 New York Times bestseller. In time for the twentieth anniversary of 9/11, master storyteller Alan Gratz (Refugee) delivers a
pulse-pounding and unforgettable take on history and hope, revenge and fear -- and the stunning links between the past and present.
September 11, 2001, New York City: Brandon is visiting his dad at work, on the 107th floor of the World Trade Center. Out of nowhere, an
airplane slams into the tower, creating a fiery nightmare of terror and confusion. And Brandon is in the middle of it all. Can he survive -- and
escape? September 11, 2019, Afghanistan: Reshmina has grown up in the shadow of war, but she dreams of peace and progress. When a
battle erupts in her village, Reshmina stumbles upon a wounded American soldier named Taz. Should she help Taz -- and put herself and her
family in mortal danger? Two kids. One devastating day. Nothing will ever be the same.
What should the vocabulary of a well-rounded high school graduate be like? These 100 words provide the starting point in answering that
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question. The list is representative of the words that serious students will encounter in their coursework and will come to use as adults,
whether in conversation or while reading the daily newspaper. Each word is fully defined and shown in context with example sentences from
well-known authors. 100 Words Every High School Graduate Should Know is a must-have for every grad, perfect for building vocabulary,
quizzing friends and family — and just having fun.
Other vocabulary books list difficult, esoteric words that readers quickly forget or feel self-conscious about using. Here there is a bounty of
choice words, between the common and the esoteric, that will flow forth, once learned. Brief Description: English offers perhaps the richest
vocabulary of all languages, in part because its words are culled from so many languages. It is a shame that we do not tap this rich source
more often in our daily conversation to express ourselves more clearly and precisely. Many a vocabulary book lists esoteric words we quickly
forget or feel self-conscious using. However, there is a bounty of choice words between the common and the esoteric that often seem be just
on the tip of our tongue. Vocabulary 4000 brings these words to the fore.All the words you need for success in business, school, and
life!Features: * Word Analysis section* Idiom and Usage section* 200 Prefixes, Roots, and Suffixes* Concise, practical definitions* Great for
the SAT, GRE and other entrance exams.
A self-help guide to the use of 504 words used regularly by educated people. Includes sentences, articles, exercises and word review
sections using the new words.
THE WORLD OF WORDS, 9E, International Edition not only teaches students the vocabulary they need for academic success, but also arms
them with the skills they need to acquire new words independently for years to come. Through repetition and a focus on integrating three
critical skills – dictionary use, context clues, and word elements – this best-selling text inspires students to take the first steps towards a
lifetime of learning about language. Online audio clips help students hone pronunciation, and in-text practice exercises and sample sentences
feature engaging topics such as college sports, current news topics, and pop culture. In addition, there is a wealth of instructor support
materials, including pre-written tests for every chapter.

NATIONAL BESTSELLER • For anyone who wants to learn a foreign language, this is the method that will finally make
the words stick. “A brilliant and thoroughly modern guide to learning new languages.”—Gary Marcus, cognitive
psychologist and author of the New York Times bestseller Guitar Zero At thirty years old, Gabriel Wyner speaks six
languages fluently. He didn’t learn them in school—who does? Rather, he learned them in the past few years, working on
his own and practicing on the subway, using simple techniques and free online resources—and here he wants to show
others what he’s discovered. Starting with pronunciation, you’ll learn how to rewire your ears and turn foreign sounds
into familiar sounds. You’ll retrain your tongue to produce those sounds accurately, using tricks from opera singers and
actors. Next, you’ll begin to tackle words, and connect sounds and spellings to imagery rather than translations, which
will enable you to think in a foreign language. And with the help of sophisticated spaced-repetition techniques, you’ll be
able to memorize hundreds of words a month in minutes every day. This is brain hacking at its most exciting, taking what
we know about neuroscience and linguistics and using it to create the most efficient and enjoyable way to learn a foreign
language in the spare minutes of your day.
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"Pip, a young boy who can speak to fish, and his sister Kinchen set off on a great adventure, joined by twins with magical
powers, refugees fleeing post-war Vietnam, and some helpful sea monsters"-Help students improve their mastery of the English language and acquire the keys for understanding thousands of words
by studying Greek and Latin word parts (prefixes, root words, and suffixes). This is one of the most complete, usable
presentations of vocabulary development using word parts you will find. A knowledge of word parts gives students a head
start on decoding words in reading and testing situations. This is the first book in the two-book series. Each of the welldeveloped lessons in this text includes: one to three word parts along with meanings and sample words, five vocabulary
words that use the prefixes or root words, definitions and sample sentences for each of the five words, a practice
exercise that lets students apply knowledge of the words and their meanings, and a one-page review worksheet for one
or two lessons that presents more unique opportunities to work with the prefixes and root words and to see how they are
combined with suffixes. In addition to the student pages, the teacher's information section includes: an extensive listing of
the most common prefixes, root words, and suffixes; their meanings and sample words; additional words for each lesson;
and lesson ideas to supplement the word being studied. For older students, use Red Hot Root Words, Book 2. Grades
3-5
"Now a major motion picture! Includes full-color movie photos and exclusive content!"--Dust jacket.
Providing a wealth of tools to enhance upper-level spelling and vocabulary instruction, this engaging book features more
than 120 reproducible sorting activities and games. It offers specific suggestions for helping students build mastery of
vowel patterns, syllable structure, syllable stress, consonant and vowel alternations, compound words, prefixes, suffixes,
and word roots. Also featured are "Did You Know?" sections with absorbing stories about specific words; tips from
teachers at different grade levels; discussions of idioms; literature recommendations; and lists of vocabulary related to
social studies, science, and math. See also Ganske's Word Journeys, Second Edition: Assessment-Guided Phonics,
Spelling, and Vocabulary Instruction, which provides a comprehensive framework for assessing and building word
knowledge, and Word Sorts and More, Second Edition: Sound, Pattern, and Meaning Explorations K–3, which presents
word study activities for the primary grades.
A KID’S GUIDE TO THE OCEAN "Can you imagine a world without fish? It's not as crazy as it sounds. But if we keep
doing things the way we've been doing things, fish could become extinct within fifty years. So let's change the way we do
things!" World Without Fish is the uniquely illustrated narrative nonfiction account—for kids—of what is happening to the
world’s oceans and what they can do about it. Written by Mark Kurlansky, author of Cod, Salt, The Big Oyster, and many
other books, World Without Fish has been praised as “urgent” (Publishers Weekly) and “a wonderfully fast-paced and
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engaging primer on the key questions surrounding fish and the sea” (Paul Greenberg, author of Four Fish). It has also
been included in the New York State Expeditionary Learning English Language Arts Curriculum. Written by a master
storyteller, World Without Fish connects all the dots—biology, economics, evolution, politics, climate, history, culture, food,
and nutrition—in a way that kids can really understand. It describes how the fish we most commonly eat, including tuna,
salmon, cod, swordfish—even anchovies— could disappear within fifty years, and the domino effect it would have: the
oceans teeming with jellyfish and turning pinkish orange from algal blooms, the seabirds disappearing, then reptiles, then
mammals. It describes the back-and-forth dynamic of fishermen, who are the original environmentalists, and scientists,
who not that long ago considered fish an endless resource. It explains why fish farming is not the answer—and why
sustainable fishing is, and how to help return the oceans to their natural ecological balance. Interwoven with the book is a
twelve-page graphic novel. Each beautifully illustrated chapter opener links to the next to form a larger fictional story that
perfectly complements the text.
Curious George gets curious about words in this illustrated dictionary designed for children from preschool through
kindergarten. In an illustrated introduction to this unique dictionary, Curious George learns how to look up words before
embarking on an educational adventure through a vocabulary list chosen specifically for children ages four to six. The
dictionary itself presents approximately 600 words, with six words to a page. Each entry is illustrated with a full-color
drawing, and more than half of the illustrations include a sample sentence that puts the word in context. At the end of the
book, eight full-page features present groups of thematically related words such as colors, shapes, and numbers.
Now a Netflix Original Film directed by Amy Poehler! "Moxie is sweet, funny, and fierce. Read this and then join the fight."—Amy
Poehler An unlikely teenager starts a feminist revolution at a small-town Texas high school in this novel from Jennifer Mathieu,
author of The Truth About Alice. MOXIE GIRLS FIGHT BACK! Vivian Carter is fed up. Fed up with an administration at her high
school that thinks the football team can do no wrong. Fed up with sexist dress codes, hallway harassment, and gross comments
from guys during class. But most of all, Viv Carter is fed up with always following the rules. Viv's mom was a tough-as-nails, punk
rock Riot Grrrl in the '90s, and now Viv takes a page from her mother's past and creates a feminist zine that she distributes
anonymously to her classmates. She's just blowing off steam, but other girls respond. As Viv forges friendships with other young
women across the divides of cliques and popularity rankings, she realizes that what she has started is nothing short of a girl
revolution. Moxie is a book about high school life that will make you wanna riot! Also by Jennifer Mathieu: The Truth About Alice: A
powerful look at slut-shaming, told through the perspectives of four small-town teens, about how everyone has a motive to
bring—and keep—a teen girl down. Devoted: A girl with a controlling, conservative family realizes that her life is her own—if only she
can find the courage to fight for it. Afterward: A tragic kidnapping leads to an unlikely friendship in this novel about finding light in
the midst of darkness. Praise for Moxie: “With a story that’s equal parts heart and instruction manual, Mathieu has captured the
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movement of a generation—warts and all—and shone a light forward for the next one.” —E. K. Johnston, #1 New York
TimesBestselling author of Exit Pursued By a Bear “Vivian Carter and Moxie are strong and smart and so, so inspiring. She is my
new hero and this is my new favorite book. I’m proud to be a Moxie girl.” —Jennifer Niven, New York Times–bestselling author of
All the Bright Places and Holding Up the Universe “From its soul-deep girl friendships to its swoony love story to its smart, gutsy
heroine, Moxie is a ferocious joy. I could feel my heart—and my courage—getting bigger every time I turned the page." —Katie
Cotugno, New York Times–bestselling author of 99 Days and How to Love "Moxie is an anthem, a how-to guide, and that best
friend who says, ‘You matter, too!’” —Sherri L. Smith, author of Pasadena and Flygirl “Like the addictive riff of a punk rock song,
Moxie will pull you in, inspire you, and kick you back out into the world with a burning desire to change it. Read this. Now.” —Jenny
Torres Sanchez, author of Because of the Sun "An invaluable revelation." —Booklist, starred review "This novel is full of wit, insight,
and moxie. . . . Highly recommended for all teens, but especially those who would enjoy realistic coming-of-age fiction with female
empowerment." —School Library Journal, starred review "Satisfying and moving." —Publishers Weekly
Vocabulary has to be the single most important aspect of a modern curriculum. Explicit and engaging vocabulary teaching has the
power to promote independence in learners, ignite imaginations, deliver understanding and raise education standards in schools.
From the creator of the Vocabulary Ninja website and app comes an essential toolkit of strategies and resources to supercharge
primary pupils and transform them into vocabulary ninjas!With a focus on English and rich language banks associated with genres
and topics, the ideas for reading and writing can be applied to any National Curriculum area and are perfect for modelling and
scaffolding writing. This practical guide also features theory, teaching approaches and photocopiable activities, as well as
vocabulary, etymology and phrases to bring the primary curriculum to life. If you're searching for an exciting and captivating
approach to bring vocabulary into the primary classroom and see a significant impact on pupil confidence, oracy and academic
outcomes, look no further than Vocabulary Ninja.
This exciting collection of 1,000 Useful Words will broaden young children's vocabulary, and strengthen their early reading and
writing skills. Arranged thematically, topics include Me and My Family, Animals, How We Look and Feel, Around the World, and I
know...Colors, Shapes, Numbers, Weather, and Seasons. There are also four "story style" spreads that tell a simple narrative and
inspire storytelling skills: for example, All in a Day is about a young child's typical day, and If I Were a Pet looks at a dog, cat,
rabbit, fish, and pony, and imagines what these different animals might like to do. The book is packed with clearly labeled pictures,
encouraging picture-and-word association, which helps early reading, and every page features short sentences for children to
finish that reinforce grammar and encourage early writing skills. The words have been chosen with the help of a leading
educational consultant, Penny Coltman, and include a combination of useful and imaginative nouns, verbs, adjectives, and
adverbs. Young children will be amazed and delighted by all the fascinating real-world photos, things to spot, entertaining artworks
to talk about, and incredibly useful words! This fun and educational picture word book is a must-have first reference title for parents
who are keen to develop their child's language and literacy skills.
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Connect students in grades 5–8 with science using Science Vocabulary Building. This 80-page book reinforces commonly used
science words, builds science vocabulary, and increases students' readability levels. This comprehensive classroom supplement
includes alphabetized word lists that provide pronunciations, syllabications, definitions, and context sentences for high-utility
science words. Activities allow for differentiated instruction and can be used as warm-ups, homework assignments, and extra
practice. The book supports National Science Education Standards.
Your students may recognize words like determine, analyze, and distinguish, but do they understand these words well enough to
quickly and completely answer a standardized test question? For example, can they respond to a question that says "determine
the point of view of John Adams in his Letter on Thomas Jefferson' and analyze how he distinguishes his position from an
alternative approach articulated by Thomas Jefferson"? Students from kindergarten to 12th grade can learn to compare and
contrast, to describe and explain, if they are taught these words explicitly. Marilee Sprenger has curated a list of the critical words
students must know to be successful with the Common Core State Standards and any other standardized assessment they
encounter. Fun strategies such as jingles, movements, and graphic organizers will engage students and make learning these
critical words enjoyable and effective. Learning the critical vocabulary will help your students with testing and college and career
readiness, and will equip them with confidence in reading, writing, and speaking. Marilee Sprenger is also the author of How to
Teach So Students Remember, Learning and Memory, and Brain-Based Teaching in the Digital Age.
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